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Ghana, located on the Atlantic coast of West Africa, was once known as the Gold Coast
because of its vast deposits of this precious mineral. In the 14th and 15th centuries Ghana was
the home of powerful African kingdoms that traded both gold and slaves. Ghana's wealth
attracted Europeans, and the British eventually incorporated the land into their empire. In 1957
Ghana became one of the first African countries to win independence—an event that inspired
nationalist movements throughout the rest of the continent. Although most of Ghana's history as
an independent nation has been marked by political strife, the situation seems to be improving.
The country is now considered to be a stable democracy, as government power has been
peacefully transferred several times since 2001.
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Africa: Progress, Problems, and PromiseRobert I. RotbergAfrica is the cradle of humankind, but
for millennia it was off the familiar, beaten path of global commerce and discovery. Its many
peoples therefore developed largely apart from the diffusion of modern knowledge and the
spread of technological innovation until the 17th through 19th centuries. With the coming to
Africa of the book, the wheel, the hoe, and the modern rifle and cannon, foreigners also brought
the vastly destructive transatlantic slave trade, oppression, discrimination, and onerous colonial
rule. Emerging from that crucible of European rule, Africans created nationalistic movements
and then claimed their numerous national independences in the 1960s. The result is the world’s
largest continental assembly of new countries.There are 53 members of the African Union, a
regional political grouping, and 48 of those nations lie south of the Sahara. Fifteen of them,
including mighty Ethiopia, are landlocked, making international trade and economic growth that
much more arduous and expensive. Access to navigable rivers is limited, natural harbors are
few, soils are poor and thin, several countries largely consist of miles and miles of sand, and
tropical diseases have sapped the strength and productivity of innumerable millions. Being
landlocked, having few resources (although countries along Africa’s west coast have tapped into
deep offshore petroleum and gas reservoirs), and being beset by malaria, tuberculosis,
schistosomiasis, AIDS, and many other maladies has kept much of Africa poor for



centuries.Thirty-two of the world’s poorest 44 countries are African. Hunger is common. So is
rapid deforestation and desertification. Unemployment rates are often over 50 percent, for jobs
are few—even in agriculture. Where Africa once was a land of small villages and a few large
cities, with almost everyone engaged in growing grain or root crops or grazing cattle, camels,
sheep, and goats, today more than half of all the more than 1 billion Africans, especially those
who live south of the Sahara, reside in towns and cities. Traditional agriculture hardly pays, and a
number of countries in Africa—particularly the smaller and more fragile ones—can no longer
feed themselves.Members of Ghana’s national soccer (football) team, the Black Stars, huddles
during a World Cup match. Soccer is the most popular sport in Ghana.There is not one Africa,
for the continent is full of contradictions and variety. Of the 750 million people living south of the
Sahara, at least 150 million live in Nigeria, 85 million in Ethiopia, 68 million in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, and 49 million in South Africa. By contrast, tiny Djibouti and Equatorial
Guinea have fewer than 1 million people each, and prosperous Botswana and Namibia each are
under 2.2 million in population. Within some countries, even medium-sized ones like Zambia (12
million), there are a plethora of distinct ethnic groups speaking separate languages. Zambia,
typical with its multitude of competing entities, has 70 such peoples, roughly broken down into
four language and cultural zones. Three of those languages jostle with English for primacy.Wli
Falls is the highest waterfall in Ghana. It is fed year-round by the waters of the Agumatsa
River.Given the kaleidoscopic quality of African culture and deep-grained poverty, it is no
wonder that Africa has developed economically and politically less rapidly than other regions.
Since independence from colonial rule, weak governance has also plagued Africa and
contributed significantly to the widespread poverty of its peoples. Only Botswana and offshore
Mauritius have been governed democratically without interruption since independence. Both are
among Africa’s wealthiest countries, too, thanks to the steady application of good
governance.Aside from those two nations, and South Africa, Africa has been a continent of
coups since 1960, with massive and oil-rich Nigeria suffering incessant periods of harsh,
corrupt, autocratic military rule. Nearly every other country on or around the continent, small and
large, has been plagued by similar bouts of instability and dictatorial rule. In the 1970s and
1980s Idi Amin ruled Uganda capriciously and Jean-Bedel Bokassa proclaimed himself emperor
of the Central African Republic. Macias Nguema of Equatorial Guinea was another in that same
mold. More recently Daniel arap Moi held Kenya in thrall and Robert Mugabe has imposed
himself on once-prosperous Zimbabwe. In both of those cases, as in the case of Gnassingbe
Eyadema in Togo and the late Mobutu Sese Seko in Congo, these presidents stole wildly and
drove entire peoples and their nations into penury. Corruption is common in Africa, and so are a
weak rule-of-law framework, misplaced development, high expenditures on soldiers and low
expenditures on health and education, and a widespread (but not universal) refusal on the part
of leaders to work well for their followers and citizens.Conflict between groups within countries
has also been common in Africa. More than 12 million Africans have been killed in civil wars
since 1990, while another 9 million have become refugees. Decades of conflict in Sudan led to a



January 2011 referendum in which the people of southern Sudan voted overwhelmingly to
secede and form a new state. In early 2011, anti-government protests spread throughout North
Africa, ultimately toppling long-standing regimes in Tunisia and Egypt. That same year, there
were serious ongoing hostilities within Chad, Ivory Coast, Libya, the Niger Delta region of
Nigeria, and Somalia.Despite such dangers, despotism, and decay, Africa is improving.
Botswana and Mauritius, now joined by South Africa, Senegal, Kenya, and Ghana, are beacons
of democratic growth and enlightened rule. Uganda and Senegal are taking the lead in
combating and reducing the spread of AIDS, and others are following. There are serious signs of
the kinds of progressive economic policy changes that might lead to prosperity for more of
Africa’s peoples. The trajectory in Africa is positive.

From its beaches to its rainforests, Ghana’s topography is diverse. (Top) About one-third of
Ghana is covered with tropical rainforest. This vast resource is threatened by commercial
logging and mining operations. (Bottom) A herd of kob antelopes in Mole National Park, Ghana’s
largest wildlife refuge. The park is located in the grasslands of northwestern Ghana.1Land of
Natural WondersA VIBRANT LAND of dramatic beauty, Ghana boasts a great variety of natural
wonders. From sandy coastal beaches in the south, to lush rain forests in the central region, to
vast rolling savanna in the north, Ghana captures the diverse landscape of Africa in an area that
is slightly smaller than the state of Oregon.Located in West Africa, the Republic of Ghana
borders the Gulf of Guinea to the south. Ghana’s southernmost point, Cape Three Points, is just
over four degrees of latitude north of the equator. The Prime Meridian, which passes through
Greenwich, England, also passes through the southeastern part of Ghana at Tema. Ghana
shares land borders with Burkina Faso to the north, Ivory Coast (Côte d’Ivoire) to the west, and
Togo to the east.Most of Ghana is low-lying and flat; about half of the country lies less than 500
feet (152 meters) above sea level. The landscape is dissected by a number of rivers and
streams, most of which can be traveled only by canoe. The 1,000-mile (1,609-kilometer) Volta
River, formed by the union of the Black Volta and White Volta, is Ghana’s largest river
system.GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONSGhana can be divided into five geographical regions, each
with its own distinct characteristics. The coastal plain is a skinny strip of land that runs along the
Gulf of Guinea. The sandy beaches of the coast give way to a lush tropical forest belt that covers
about one-third of the country. To the north of the forest zone lie the savanna high plains, a dry
grassy region with few trees that covers another third of the country. Located on the eastern
border is a mountainous region dominated by the Akwapim-Togo ranges. The arid Volta Basin, in
central Ghana, is the country’s largest geographical region.The 335-mile (539-km) coastline is
comprised mainly of sandy beaches that merge into scrub-dotted plains. The Ghanaian coast
has no natural harbors and the strong surf creates numerous lagoons, changing the landscape
constantly. This region is flat and featureless, and the primary occupation of people who live
along the coast is fishing. The Volta Delta extends into the Gulf of Guinea in the southeast corner
of Ghana. Farmers grow shallots, corn, and cassava (tapioca) in this moist region. Coconut



palms, from which copra is made, also grow well in the sandy delta, and Ghanaians harvest salt
from the dried beds of the lagoons. Accra, Ghana’s capital city, is located on the coastal plain.
The hilly plains east of Accra are favored areas for agriculture, while to the west the land is
mostly flat savanna.THE GEOGRAPHY OF GHANALocation: Western Africa, bordering the Gulf
of Guinea, between the Ivory Coast and TogoArea: (slightly smaller than Oregon)total: 92,098
square miles (238,533 sq km)land: 87,850 square miles (227,533 sq km)water: 34,247 square
miles (11,000 sq km)Borders: Burkina Faso, 341 miles (549 km); Ivory Coast, 415 miles (668
km); Togo, 545 miles (877 km); coastline, 335 miles (539 km)Climate: tropical; warm and
comparatively dry along southeast coast; hot and humid in southwest; hot and dry in north
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